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N.B.: (1) Answer any four questions, out ofwhich question No.6 is compulsory. ..$
"$(2) Marks are indicated against each question. J
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s1. Explaintherelation ofMathematics withHistory and Geographywith suiq$i 10

examples. g
C)

!bs

I

os.uq'

)

3.

"Inductive - Deductive approach is useful in the teaching of gqf"ralisations 10
.in T\rfo+L-'- ^+:^^t, T11-.^a^+^ ^ \Sin Mathematics". Illustrate. \)'

\s

4.

J.

What is pedagogical analy and strategies for 10
any two topics in Mathem

"The study of Mathematic f values in students,,. 10
Justi$.

What are maxims of teachi, nple to Complex' and l0
'Concrete to Abstract' wi

llowing: 05
oncentric Approach of curriculum construction

ynthetic method of teaching Mathematics.

es of any one topic in Mathematics.

6.
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N.B. : (1) Answer any four questions, out of
(2) Marks are indicated against each que

1. " The aim of teaching English in India is t
command over English language. " Explain

ofteaching English.

2. Illustrate the communicative approach to tea

s
3. Distinguish between English language as a schoot rl$i and as a means of 10

communication.

4. "Interactive teaching techniques maximise

ng ofEnglish? 10

5

h

ing (Any Two)
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N.B. : (1) Answer any four questions, out of
(2) Marks are indicatedagainst each ques

1. Explainthemeaning andnature of Science.

2. "Concept map is a graphical tool that helps

JustiSr with reference to the steps of devel
teaching.

3. Illustrate with suitable examples the lTopica

curriculum organisation in Science.

4. "Aprojectis apurposeful activityproceeding

the significance and steps ofthe Project Me

5

thod of teaching Science.
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N.B. : (1) Answer any four questions, out o

(2) Marks are indicated against each

1. Explain the objectives ofteaching Econo

2. "Principles ofteaching Economics helps

effective". Elaborate with reference to th

and'Flexibility and Variety'.

3. Elaborate the procedure and limitations

Economics.

4. "Project method helps the Economics

experiences with real life." Explain wi
limitations of their method.

:5

athematics

the teaching of Economics.
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N.B. : (1) Answer any four questions, out of
(2) Marks are indicated against each ques

l. "Awell equippedGeographyroomisbenefi
of the subj ect" Elaborate.

2. What is Geo-literacy ? Explain the
Geo-literacy.

3. "Fieldtrip helps Geography student

4. Elaborate with suitable examples
construction in the teaching of
disadvantages.

5. Explain the importance andproce

ith History
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Illustrate the objectives of teaching Hist

secondary school level.

"Co-operative learning strategies trains stud

with reference to any two co-operative le

History and Political Science,

Explain the importance ofAudio-Visual Re

andPolitical Science

"Historical thinking concepts given by P

sustaining knowledge about History". Justi

05

ives and Mono- perspectives in

n method in teaching of History

in the teaching ofHistory and Political Science.
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